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Hong Kong Environmental Impact Ordinance

Date: April 1998
Objectives:

“To provide for assessing the impact on the environment of certain projects and proposals, for protecting the environment and for incidental matters”

Designated Projects:
All major developments and projects and smaller projects which may impact on sensitive areas and all decommissioning projects
Traditional architectural features
Historical Building Survey
Urban Hong Kong
The rural landscape of Hong Kong
New Territories Village views
Range of Historical Buildings
Qing Dynasty Coastal Evacuation
Hakka Traditions
Traditional roofing styles
Ancestral Halls:
Simple and grand
Real and Imitation Sandstone
Defensive architecture
Decorative Canopies
“Urban village”
Ping Shan Pagoda: 1984 and 2002
Marginalization of traditional villages
Modern village houses
GIS as a tool for Cultural Heritage Resource Management:

MapInfo  Professional

Version 7.0
Building Crafts and Materials
Resource for conservation professionals
Cultural Resource Management
Analytical research tool